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ABSTRACT Achieving data integrity verification for large-scale IoT data in cloud storage safely and

efficiently has become one of the hot topics with further applications of Internet of Things. Traditional

data integrity verification methods generally use encryption techniques to protect data in the cloud, relying

on trusted Third Party Auditors (TPAs). Blockchain based data integrity schemes can successfully avoid the

trust problem of TPAs, however, they have to face the problems of large computational and communication

overhead. To address the issues above, we propose a Blockchain and Bilinear mapping based Data Integrity

Scheme (BB-DIS) for large-scale IoT data. In our BB-DIS, IoT data is sliced into shards and homomorphic

verifiable tags (HVTs) are generated for sampling verification. Data integrity can be achieved according

to the characteristics of bilinear mapping in the form of blockchain transactions. Performance analysis of

BB-DIS including feasibility, security, dynamicity and complexity is also discussed in detail. A prototype

system of BB-DIS is then presented to illustrate how to implement our verification scheme. Experimen-

tal results based on Hyperledger Fabric demonstrate that the proposed verification scheme significantly

improves the efficiency of integrity verification for large-scale IoT data with no need of TPAs.

INDEX TERMS Data integrity verification, blockchain technology, bilinear mapping, Internet of

Things (IoT).

I. INTRODUCTION

With the wide popularity of Internet of Things (IoT) tech-

nologies such as smart cities, autonomous vehicles and smart

grids, the number of devices connected to the Internet is rising

overwhelmingly. According to Gartner’s forecasts, there will

be a 42% increase in IoT connections and $20 billion in spend

from 2018 to 2020. How to collect [1], process, store and

analyze these large-scale IoT data securely [2] has therefore

become one of the most important issues for further applica-

tions of Internet of Things. Traditional distributed database

systems cannot satisfy the requirements of data management

in the IoT environment, and Cloud Storage Services (CSSs)

arise consequently.

With external storage of data, the integration of IoT and

cloud eliminates the burden of local storage and supervi-

sion. However, cloud service providers can certainly gain

control of users’ data, which seriously threatens the security
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of data. As a result, integrity verification of IoT data is of

great significance for effective cloud storage. Existing data

integrity verification schemes for cloud storage are mainly

based on hash functions [3], asymmetric cryptographic algo-

rithms [4], and erasure codes [5]. Data integrity verification

methods can also be divided into provable data possession

(PDP) mechanism [4] and proofs of retrievability (POR)

mechanism [6] according to whether it can correct wrong

data after verification. These traditional methods often rely

on trusted Third Party Auditors (TPAs) to execute auditing

tasks and the burden of users during the verification phase

can be decreased. For example, in Wise Information Tech-

nology of 120 (WIT120), massive electronic health records

(EHR) are collected by wearable devices and then stored in

the cloud. Before accessing health data, services providers

usually offload the validation task to TPAs to guarantee data

integrity. However, in real world scenarios, TPA is not com-

pletely trusted. Even with encryption methods [7] which can

avoid the leakage of users’ privacy, the quality and effective-

ness is completely dependent on the credibility of TPA.
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Blockchain technology has recently emerged as one of the

most promising technologies and attracted great attentions

for its transparency, immutability, security and decentraliza-

tion. Researchers have considered to execute integrity ver-

ification services in the decentralized blockchain network,

where transactions can be performed with no need of a

trusted TPA. Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric are two pop-

ular frameworks for the implementation of blockchain net-

work [8]. However, there is a significant scalability barrier for

blockchain related applications, which limits their capability

to support services with large-scale and frequent transactions,

e.g., the computational and communication overhead dur-

ing integrity verification for large-scale IoT data [9]–[11].

Besides, dynamicity of IoT data [12], [13] has seldom been

investigated for most of the existing blockchain based data

integrity methods.

In order to address the problems above, we propose

a Blockchain and Bilinear mapping based Data Integrity

Scheme (BB-DIS) for large-scale IoT data in cloud storage.

Main contributions of this paper are listed as follows:
• A blockchain based data integrity verification frame-

work is proposed for large-scale IoT data. An associated

series of protocols followed with verification algorithms

and performance analysis are also presented in detail.

• A prototype system is built with an edge computing

processor in the vicinity of the IoT devices to preprocess

the large-scale IoT data so that communication cost and

computation burden can be reduced significantly.

• Multiple simulation experiments are conducted on

Hyperledger Fabric. Comparative analysis on computa-

tional and communication overhead among BB-BIS and

other baseline schemes is given. Various sampling strate-

gies are introduced, and optimized sampling verification

scheme is finally recommended.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II

gives an overview of related work in the literature. Section III

elaborates on our proposed scheme from four parts: frame-

work, protocol, algorithm and performance analysis of the

algorithm. Section IV introduces the prototype system.

Section V gives experimental results and analysis. Section VI

makes the conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK

A. TRADITIONAL WORK ON DATA INTEGRITY

The concept of data integrity verification was first proposed

by Deswarte et al. [3] in 2004. By calculating and comparing

message authentication code (MAC) values, two solutions

were proposed to determine whether the data on remote nodes

was complete or not. However, the general communication

overhead and computational cost were very large. On this

basis, Sebe et al. [14] used the method of blocking the

original data files to reduce the computational cost. Later,

Ateniese et al. [4] first proposed the PDP scheme, which uses

Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) signatures. The model gener-

ated probabilistic proofs of possession by sampling random

sets of blocks from the server, which drastically reduced I/O

costs. The client maintained a constant amount of metadata to

verify the proof. Its protocol was defined for static files and

could not handle dynamic data storage without introducing

security vulnerabilities. This problem was solved in [15], but

did not support fully dynamic data operations.

Wang et al. [16] proposed a new challenge and response

protocol, which used the Merkle hash tree to ensure the

correctness of the data block and introduced an independent

TPA instead of the user to execute the verification operation

to alleviate burden. Juels and Kaliski, Jr. [6] first proposed

a sentinel-based POR model, which added some ‘‘sentinel’’

data blocks to the stored data at random and used the erasure

code to detect distorted data and downgrade them to storage

with undefined quality of service. Shacham and Waters [17]

used Boneh-Lynn-Shacham (BLS) signature mechanism to

generate homomorphic verifiable tags (HVTs) based on

Ateniese et al’ s research, which reduced communication

overhead while supporting public auditing. But it could not

guarantee users’ data privacy. Wang et al. [5] used the linear

characteristics of erasure codes to achieve partial dynamic

operations. Chen and Curtmola [18] used Cauchy Reed-

Solomon linear coding to preprocess data to improve the

recovery speed of erroneous data, but the computational cost

was still very large. In order to prevent TPA from leaking

privacy data [19], Wang et al. [7] proposed a data integrity

verification mechanism based on public key-based homo-

morphic authenticator and random mask to achieve privacy

protection in public cloud system. To reduce the energy

consumption in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [20],

Ben Othman et al. [21] adopted a symmetric-key homo-

morphic encryption to protect data privacy and combines it

with homomorphic signature to check the aggregation data

integrity. Zhu et al. [22] reduced the computational overhead

of the hash function in the signature process [23] and used

the random masking technique to preserving data privacy.

In consideration of the particularity and complexity of

graph database, Arshad et al. [24] presented two security

notions based on hash message authentication code (HMAC)

for graph data integrity verification and query results. Con-

sider the direction of the edge, Reina et al. [25] calculated a

new hash value e.g., chained hash from the concatenation of

the current node.

B. APPLICATIONS OF BLOCKCHAIN

With its key characteristics of decentralization, persistency

and auditability [26], blockchain technology has evolved as

an enabling and disruptive technology that has been gradually

adopted across many industry vertical domains. Blockchain

can be a key enabler to solve many IoT security problems [2].

Suliman et al. [27] presented a blockchain-solution and

implementation using Ethereum smart contracts for monetiz-

ing IoT data with automated payment involving no intermedi-

ary. Albreiki et al. [28] proposed a blockchain-based system

using Ethereum smart contracts to manage access control

policies for IoT data access in a decentralized manner without

a trusted third party. However, the integrity problems of IoT
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data still need to be addressed. Chaer et al. [29] discussed the

system integration architecture and sequence flow diagrams

to illustrate how blockchain can support and facilitate 5G

networks. Salah et al. [30] discussed how the integration

of artificial intelligence (AI) and blockchain can help in

developing a new ecosystem of decentralized economy and

outlined open research challenges in leveraging blockchain

features for future AI applications. In order to detect the fake

digital contents, Hasan and Salah [31] provided a solution

using Ethereum smarts contracts to trace and track the prove-

nance and history of video content to its original source even

if the content is copied multiple times.

C. BLOCKCHAIN BASED WORK ON DATA INTEGRITY

Based on previous research work on cloud storage service

architecture and data integrity, Liu et al. [9] proposed a

blockchain based approach for IoT data integrity service. This

solution performed integrity verification without relying on

any TPAs in a dynamic IoT environment. However, the speed

of uploading IoT data and the size of the verified data need

to be improved. Yue et al. [10] proposed a blockchain based

P2P cloud storage data integrity verification framework. They

used Merkle tree for data integrity verification, and analyzed

system performance under different Merkle tree structures.

Liang et al. [32] proposed a decentralized and trusted cloud

data provenance to verify data security. The provenance audi-

tor verifies provenance data through information in the block.

Wang et al. [11] proposed a decentralized model to solve the

single point of trust problem in the traditional data auditing

service model by collective trust. The protocol allows users

to trace the history of their data.

In summary, most of existing data integrity verification

methods based on blockchain technology focus on trust prob-

lem instead of data size. A more notable question is that IoT

data stored in the cloud need to be updated in real time tomeet

the latest requirement of various applications. Therefore, it is

necessary to propose a blockchain based dynamic solution

aiming at data renewal for data integrity verification.

III. OUR SCHEME BB-DIS

A. PRELIMINARY

1) BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY

Blockchain technology implements decentralized peer-to-

peer transactions, coordination and collaboration without the

need for trust, through data encryption, time stamping, and

distributed consensus. It can address the problem of high cost,

inefficiency, and insecure data storage of centralized systems.

The first generation blockchain introduced by Bitcoin is

the public ledger for digital currency transactions. Many

researches about the blockchain are shielded by Bitcoin.

But blockchain could be applied to a variety of fields far

beyond Bitcoin [33]. The second generation blockchain pro-

vides a versatile programmable platform, and smart contracts

are introduced as autonomous programs that are deployed

and run in blockchain networks. Smart contract is a digital

protocol that aims at establishing agreement between com-

municating parties based on predefined rules and without

the need for a trusted third party [34]. Smart contracts can

be used to represent triggers, constraint conditions, and

even entire business processes. Ethereum, featuring smart

contracts, is a popular second-generation blockchain. The

transaction in Ethereum is a signed message initiated by an

external account, transmitted by the Ethereum network, and

recorded (excavated) on the Ethereum blockchain [35]. There

are usually three types of transactions in Ethereum: trans-

ferring transactions, creating smart contracts, and execution

of smart contracts. Hyperledger Fabric is a kind of permis-

sioned blockchain, which provides a variety of consensus

mechanisms. The 0.6 version and 1.0 version of Hyperledger

Fabric provide PBFT and Kafka consensus mechanisms

respectively. It has been widely used in the development of

decentralized applications.

2) BILINEAR MAPPING

We assume that G1 is a Gap Diffie-Hellman (GDH) group,

P is the generator of group G1, and G2 is another multi-

plicative cyclic group whose order is prime q. The mapping

e : G1 × G1 → G2 is called bilinear pairing and has the

following characteristics:

Computability: For arbitrary a, b ∈ G1, there is an effective

algorithm to calculate e(a, b).

Bilinear: For arbitrary x, y ∈ Zq, a, b, c ∈ G1:

e
(

ax , by
)

= e (a, b)(xy) ,

e (a, bc) = e (ba, c) = e(a, b)e(a, c).

Non-degenerate: P is non-degenerate if e (P,P) 6= 1.

3) SHORT SIGNATURE

The signature bits of RSA, Digital Signature Algorithm

(DSA) and BLS are 1024 bits, 320 bits, and 160 bits under

the same security conditions. The computational security

of RSA algorithm relies on the difficulty of factoring large

integers and the RSA-based scheme has too much compu-

tational overhead. The DSA signature is a development of

RSA signature, but it cannot be used to encrypt data files. The

BLS signature can work in any bilinear cryptographic context

and the protocol is unforgeable in the random oracle model.

However, the BLS-based scheme needs to adopt a particular

hash function which has efficiency issues for large-scale data.

To this end, a secure hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q is

introduced in this paper. It can be a general cryptographic

hash function such as SHA-1 or MD5.

ZSS short signature is based on a bilinear pairing proposed

by Zhang et al. [23]. The signature system is less overhead

than BLS signature. We assume that e (P,P) 6= 1, using

the property of bilinear mapping, e (Px ,Py) = e (P,P)(xy).

It mainly contains three functions:

KeyGen. The data owner selects a random integer α← Z∗q
as the private key sk , and αP as the public key pk . We cannot

calculate α from pk .
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FIGURE 1. Framework of BB-DIS.

Sign. The signature of the message m is Sig = 1
H(m)+α

P.

Verify. A verifier knows αP (pk), m, Sig′, and needs

to verify Sig′ = 1
H(m)+α

P, that is, calculate e (P,P) and

e
(

H (m)P+ αP, Sig′
)

and judge whether they are equal.

If they are equal, the signature is generated by the person who

owns the private key α. The verification works because of the

following equations:

e (H (m)P+ αP, Sig) = e

(

(H (m)+ α)P,
1

H (m)+ α
P

)

= e (P,P)
(H(m)+α)· 1

H(m)+α

= e (P,P) (1)

B. FRAMEWORK OF OUR SCHEME

TABLE 1 gives a list of main symbols that will be covered in

our scheme.

TABLE 1. Symbols in the framework.

The framework of BB-DIS is depicted in Figure 1, which

mainly includes four kinds of entities, i.e., Smart Contracts,

Data Owner Devices (DODs), Data Consumer Devices

(DCDs), and Cloud Service Providers (CSPs). To achieve

different functions, there are three kinds of smart contracts,

i.e., HVTs Storage Smart Contract (HSSC), Challenge

Receiving Smart Contract (CRSC) and Integrity Verification

Smart Contract (IVSC). All of those entities can be acted

as blockchain nodes in a blockchain network. In reality,

data integrity verification involves multiple data owners and

data consumers. The integrity verification is executed by

smart contracts in a blockchain system. Users with integrity

requirements can launch blockchain clients on their node

devices or exit the blockchain network. The CSP also serves

as a node in the blockchain network, which makes the nodes

completely dispersed and the integrity verification more

efficient.

DODs and DCDs should be added to the blockchain net-

work when the blockchain system is initialized to generate

a key pair. The data owner needs to pay for the interaction

with the smart contract and the cloud storage service. CSP

can act as a miner node in the blockchain network, which

is qualified to provide services through mining and earn

the corresponding reward. The data consumer requests to

use the data stored in the cloud server and pays the corre-

sponding expenses for it. Unlike Hyperledger Fabric, each

node account must be set to have enough gas to make the

transactions done successfully if we use Ethereum network.

During each transaction, DOD pays promissory gas for data

storage service to the corresponding CSP.

Each cloud service provider will provide cloud storage

services, such as Amazon S3, IBMBluemix,Microsoft Azure

and Smart Ocean. In this framework, CSP provides a common

data storage service for data owners, while non-cloud data can

be transmitted over an inter-node P2P network.

Once deployed, smart contracts are difficult to modify, so if

there are some security holes in smart contracts, it is difficult

to prevent attacks by hackers. In this case, it is vital to test
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the smart contract code thoroughly and use essential security

analysis tools to eliminate any security vulnerabilities [36].

Chaincode Scanner is a security analyzer for Hyperledger

Fabric smart contracts. We can detect if there are security

holes in the smart contracts with the analyzer.

For the sake of security and efficiency in the blockchain

network, which are the two most concerns in this field,

we make the following two assumptions. One is that 51%

attack and selfish mining are rarely possible if all the partici-

pating nodes pursue benefiting themselves. The most obvious

proof is Bitcoin blockchain, instead of initiating 51% attack,

a malicious attacker would be more willing to use the com-

putation power to mine. Actually, such attacks seldom occur.

The other assumption is that blockchain consensus can be

reached within a short time. A transaction can be validated

with an average duration of 12 seconds in the Ethereum

blockchain. Hyperledger Fabric is expected to enable con-

sensus less than 1 second. Generally speaking, Hyperledger

Fabric will be more suitable for enterprise-level blockchain

applications compared with other blockchain platforms.

C. VERIFICATION PROTOCOL

The verification process of this scheme is shown in

Figure 2 and the transactions between different smart con-

tracts and all actors are listed in Table 2 in detail. The protocol

is divided into three stages: step stage, challenge stage, and

verification stage. Smart contract and CSP play the role of

verifier and proof provider respectively.

FIGURE 2. Verification protocol.

Step stage: The DOD establishes a bilinear mapping,

selects a short signature hash function, selects a private key

randomly and calculates a corresponding public key from the

private key. Then, the DOD slices a data file into a set of

several equal length data shards. After hashing, DOD calcu-

lates the HVT of each data shard to generate an authentication

metadata set, which reduces communication overhead while

supporting public auditing. The DOD uploads the data shards

set and the metadata set to the cloud storage server. The

metadata set is sent to the HSSC through the blockchain

network in the form of a transaction. DOD deletes the data

file locally.

Challenge stage: The DOD extracts c elements fromHSSC

to construct a data shard index set randomly, and sends a

TABLE 2. Protocol: Data integrity verification using blockchain.

series of random values along with the data shard index set

to the CSP and the CRSC in the form of chal, a challenge

request.

Verification stage: IVSC gets HVTs and chal from HSSC

andCRSC respectively. After receiving the challenge request,

CSP computes the proof {R, µ, η} and sends it to the IVSC.

The IVSC verifies whether the proof is correct. If it is correct,

the data stored in the cloud is integrate and IVSC returns the

result to DOD.

Actually, a DCD can also initiate a verification request

for the stored data. Under this circumstance, a DOD is

still needed for preliminary work in the step stage. A DCD

requesting for integrity verification service can participate

the challenge stage and verification stage. When the data

integrity is confirmed, the CSP sends the data in servers to

the corresponding client through the P2P network directly.

D. SC-VERIFICATION ALGORITHM

We use smart contracts in the verification process, and pro-

pose the verification algorithm according to the verifica-

tion protocol to verify the authentication metadata. The step

stage, challenge stage and verification stage of applying the

SC-Verification algorithm are as follows:

Step stage: G1 is a q-order cyclic addition group, P is one

of its generators. G2 is a q-order cyclic multiplicative group.

Zq stands for the integer ring of the mod q.

Firstly, DOD should establish a bilinear mapping:

e : G1 × G1→ G2

and a short signature security hash function:

H : {0, 1}∗→ {0, 1}λ

Given φ (i, j) : Z∗q × {1, 2, . . . , n} → {1, 2, . . . , n} is a

pseudo-random function where k0 ∈ Z
∗
q and |q| ≥ λ ≥ 160.
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DOD selects a private key α ← Z∗q randomly, the corre-

sponding public key is Y = αP. The public key pk is Y and

the private key sk is α. We can’t calculate the private key from

the public key.

DOD divides the data file F into data shards of equal

length: {m1,m2,m3, . . . ,mn}, and generates a HVT for each

data shard mi:

δi =
1

H (mi)+ α
P (2)

There is a collection of metadata: 8 = {δ1, δ2, . . . , δn}.

Finally, DOD uploads the data shard set to cloud stor-

age server and sends the metadata set 8 to HSSC. DOD

deletes the data file locally. The process is illustrated in

Algorithm 1:

Algorithm 1 Step

Input: {Data File F, Hash Function H}

Output:{δi}

1 F = {m1,m2,m3, . . . ,mn}, δi = 0

2 for i = 1 to n do

3 δi =
P
/

H (mi)+ α
4 end for

5 return δi

Challenge Stage: The DOD extracts c elements randomly

to construct a data shard index set I = {s1, s2, . . . , sc} ,

c ∈ [1, n], and generates a pseudo-random number for each

i ∈ I . DOD sends the random value and the data shard index

set to CSP and CRSC in the form of the challenge request

chal = {(i, vi)} , s1 < i < sc.

Verification Stage: As a proof provider, after receiving the

chal request, CSP calculates:

R =

sc
∑

i=s1

viY (3)

µ =

sc
∑

i=s1

viH (mi)P (4)

η = P− P2
sc

∑

i=s1

vi

δi
(5)

CSP returns {R, µ, η} as the proof to the IVSC.

After receiving the proof {R, µ, η}, IVSC calculates

whether the data in the cloud storage server is integrated:

e (η,P) · e (µ+ R,P) = e (P,P) (6)

If the equation is true, the data is intact. The smart contract

returns the verification result to the service requester. The

process is illustrated in Algorithm 2:

E. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF SC-VERIFICATION

ALGORITHM

1) FEASIBILITY

According to the scheme above, if the data stored by the CSP

is unbroken, the proof sent by CSP is correct. The following

Algorithm 2 Challenge and Verification

Input: {Data Block Index I , 8, Hash Function H , P, Y}

Output: {Proof R, µ, η}

1 I = {s1, s2, . . . , sc}

2 R = 0

3 µ = 0

4 η = P

5 for i = s1 to sc do

6 vi = φ(k0, i)

7 proof 1 = viY

8 proof 2 = viH (mi)P

9 proof 3 = vi
/

δi
10 R = R+ proof 1

11 µ = µ+ proof 2

12 η = η − P2 · proof 3

13 end for

14 return R, µ, η

calculation proves the correctness of our scheme.

e (η,P) · e (µ+ R,P)

= e



P− P2
sc

∑

i=s1

vi

δi
,P



 · e





sc
∑

i=s1

viH (mi)P+

sc
∑

i=s1

viY ,P





= e



P− P2
sc

∑

i=s1

vi(H (mi)+ α)

P
,P





·e





sc
∑

i=s1

viH (mi + α)P,P





= e



−

sc
∑

i=s1

viH (mi + α)P,P



 · e (P,P)

·e





sc
∑

i=s1

viH (mi + α)P,P



 = e (P,P) (7)

From the deduction of equation (7), we can see that our

sc-verification algorithm is feasible.

2) SECURITY

We assume that there are some attackers or malicious servers,

tampering with the data stored by data owners in the cloud.

If they want to pass the verification of the smart contract, then

they need to construct the signature δ∗j =
1

H
(

m∗j

)

+α
P to make:

µ∗ =





sc
∑

i=s1,i 6=j

viH (mi)P



+ vjH (m∗j )P (8)

And we can get:

η∗ = P−



P2
sc

∑

i=s1,i6=j

vi

δi



− P2
vj

δ∗j
(9)

e
(

η∗,P
)

· e
(

µ∗ + R,P
)

= e (P,P) (10)
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However, neither the attacker nor the malicious server

knows the private key α , so it is impossible to forge a m∗j
that satisfies:

1

H
(

m∗j

)

+ α
P =

1

H
(

mj
)

+ α
P (11)

and the proof cannot be modified.

If the attackers or malicious servers delete the data mj in

the cloud storage server, similar to the analysis above, it is

impossible to forge a valid m∗j because the private key α is

unknown.

From the analysis above, we can conclude that our

sc-verification algorithm can counter malicious attacks.

3) DYNAMICITY

The data dynamic update operation supported by our scheme

is completed by update request algorithm UpdateReq() and

update execution algorithm UpdateExec(). The correspond-

ing operations include data shard appending, data shard mod-

ification and data shard deletion.

UpdateReq() : The algorithm runs on the DOD, requests

an update execution of the outsourced file copy stored

in remote CSP, and the output is an update request. The

DOD sends the update request to the cloud in the form of

〈BlockOp, Ind,m′i, δ
′
i〉, where BlockOp is the corresponding

data shard operation, and Ind , m′i, and δ′i represent the index

of the updated data shard, the updated data shard, and the

updated metadata respectively.

UpdateExec(): The algorithm is executed on the CSP

server. The input parameter is the update request of the DOD,

and the output is a new file copy F ′ and a new metadata δ′i .

After each update, in order to ensure the correctness of the

cloud update operation, DOD will execute the challenge

agreement.

Appending operation: DOD inserts a new data shard in

the position j. If there are n data shards initially, there will

be n + 1 data shards after the appending operation. If the

generated challenge request contains the data block mn+1,

the verification can still be completed because the metadata

set has been updated.

Deletion operation: When deleting a data shard, all subse-

quent data shards will be ahead of one position. If a specific

data shard with an index value of j will be deleted, the DOD

sends a delete request 〈Delete, j, null, null〉 to the CSP. After

receiving the delete request, CSP deletes the data shard whose

index position is j in the backups.

Modification operation: It’s similar to the appending oper-

ation, and there will be n data shards after the insert operation.

IV. PROTOTYPE SYSTEM OF BB-DIS

Figure 3 shows a prototype system based on the BB-DIS. The

system is divided into four layers from bottom to top, includ-

ing 1) IoT devices, 2) edge computing devices and clients,

3) cloud storage service, and 4) data consumer devices.

As shown in Figure 3, each part of the system exists as a

node in both the blockchain and the P2P network. IoT devices

FIGURE 3. Prototype system.

are responsible for data generation. Both clients and edge

devices act as data owners. Edge computing is responsible

for the processing and transmission of source data in the

vicinity. Then, the processed IoT data is stored in the cloud

server or smart contracts. The verification request will be ini-

tiated by the data owner client and a challenge request is sent

through the blockchain network. The data consumer client

can run on the PC and on the cloud, send data consuming

requests or accept stored IoT data.

A. EDGE COMPUTING

Edge computing is a decentralized architecture. Any node

with computing resources and network resources between the

data generation source and the cloud center is used as an edge

node. Under this architecture, the operations of applications,

data resources and services are moved from the central node

to the logic edge node in the network. So, it can accelerate

the processing and transmission speed of data, reduce delays,

and make the processing of massive data more efficient [37].

With the rapid development of the IoT [38] and the promotion

of cloud computing services, edge computing has brought us

convenience inmany aspects, such as: cloud offloading, video

analytics, smart home, smart city, etc. [39], its features such

as low latency and massive data processing greatly facilitate

our lives.

Edge devices play an important role in the proposed

blockchain based data integrity scheme. As shown in

Figure 3, it can not only transport messages and transactions

of IoT devices, but also helpmanage data storage and perform

computations [40]. We list the functions of edge devices in

our prototype system, as follows:

• Identify IoT devices. The edge server stores an identity

copy of all IoT devices nearby and helps each device to

generate data shards and HVTs.

• Create transactions for the IoT device. A valid

blockchain transaction should include the signature of

the IoT device or verification of signature from other

nodes. So, we use edge servers to remedy IoT devices’

faultiness.
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• Collect and transfer data to the blockchain network. The

edge server continuously collects data from nearby IoT

devices. It finds the addresses which stand for cloud

servers to store data and sends data blocks to them.

B. BLOCKCHAIN BASED P2P FILE SYSTEM

The P2P solution inherits the client-server model for small

distributed environments where the server has powerful

processing capabilities. Symmetric communication between

peer nodes is the most obvious feature in P2P networks, and

each peer node can become a client or server. The P2P system

solves the bandwidth problem of sharing files from the server

to the client. The peers can share files with each other through

various parts without requesting all files from the server at

the same time, which greatly enhances the scalability and

efficiency of file sharing.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION

A. EXPERIMENTAL PREPARATIONS

Basing on the prototype system, we set up a series of experi-

ments to test the performance of our scheme. We use Inspur

Yingxin NF8465M4 as the server, PC (Intel i7 quad-core

processor 3.30GHz, memory 16GB) uses 64 bits operating

system, the Blockchain platform is Hyperledger Fabric 1.1.0.

Algorithms in this paper use a pairing-based cryptography

(PBC) library version 0.5.14, and the key size is 160 bits,

random number size is 80bits. The Raspberry Pi 3 B+ is used

as the IoT device in the model to collect IoT data for integrity

verification.

We set up an edge device based stream data process-

ing structure near the data collection layer, and process the

corresponding source data to generate the metadata set as

the IoT data collection. We create a blockchain network

on Hyperledger Fabric to provide a trusted environment

for data integrity verification. The capacity of Ethereum is

about 20∼30TPS, and the capacity of Hyperledger Fabric

can exceed 4000TPS. In comparation with Ethereum and

Bitcoin, in Hyperledger Fabric, smart contracts (Chaincodes)

are always running on nodes but not stored in blocks and can

implement a variety of complex business logic.

B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS

To prove the validity of our data integrity scheme

(BB-DIS), we choose [9], [10] and [11] for comparative

analysis, in which method [9] uses the blockchain network

to store hash results directly. We call it B-DIS for short.

Based on the blockchain [10], the data shards are hashed

multiple times according to Merkle tree structure, we call it

BM-DIS for short. And the method in [11] is called B-DAM

for short because of its proposed Blockchain based data audit

mechanism. The data in the experiment were taken as the

average of 30 tests.

Figure 4 shows the consumption cost of integrity verifica-

tion under different IoT data scales. We keep the total number

FIGURE 4. Comparison of computational overhead.

of shards and the total number of samples constant. It can

be seen from (a) that when data size is larger than 150MB,

our scheme is more efficient. That is, it achieves trustless and

greatly improves the speed of verification for large-scale data.

As it is shown in (b), when the data shard size is fixed (20KB),

BB-DIS takes less computational overhead than BM-DIS and

B-DAM.

The communication overhead refers to the time cost or the

amount of data generated during data transmission between

each part in verification process. The experimental results of

three methods are shown in Figure 5. From (a) we can see that

our solution’s time cost become the smallest one when there

are more than 700 data shards (50KB). It can be seen from

(b) that as the number of sample data shards (1KB) increases,

the space overhead increases linearly. Compared to the other

twomethods, our solution’s space overhead is also the lowest.

Hence, we can assert that our solution is more advantageous

when the sample size is large.

FIGURE 5. Comparison of communication overhead.

Figure 6 shows the time cost and accuracy with different

number of samples for BB-DIS. The whole data size is fixed

(10MB). And time cost grows as the number of checked

shards increase. According to all the simulation results above,

we can make a conclusion that our scheme has higher

verification efficiency when the data size exceeds 300M.

Meanwhile, our scheme has higher accuracy when the num-

ber of samples reaches 350, which is above 95%.

In order to prove the dynamics of our scheme, we carried

out a series of related simulation experiments. The method

in [10] also has dynamic property, but the author did not

elaborate it in the article. We use it as a comparison object,

and do simulation experiments on data appending and data
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FIGURE 6. Time cost and accuracy of verification for BB-DIS.

FIGURE 7. Comparison of time cost for appending.

FIGURE 8. Comparison of time cost for modification.

modification operations, as shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8

respectively.

As illustrated in Figure 7 and 8, modification operation

takes much less time than the appending operation, and the

time it takes to modify the data depends on the time it takes

for the short signature of the data shards. The time it takes for

the appending operation depends on the speed of writing data

to the disk. Obviously, as the data size increases, our solution

performs well in terms of dynamic operation.

In addition, the algorithm does not calculate the time cost

of deletion operation because it does not involve any compu-

tational overhead.

Next, we make a comparative analysis of BB-DIS and

other three existing blockchain based data integrity methods

B-DIS, BM-DIS and B-DAM in TABLE 3. We also dis-

cuss the main advantages of our proposed BB-DIS in the

following.

Main advantages of BB-DIS are as follows:

TABLE 3. Performance comparison.

• It has a small communication overhead. Unlike

BM-DIS, CSP does not need to carry auxiliary position

information when transmitting data shards for verifica-

tion in BB-DIS.

• It has a small verification delay. BM-DIS is affected by

the structure of theMerkle tree when calculating the root

node and needs to hash the data shards multiple times.

The more layers a Merkle tree has, the greater cost we

spend.

• It is no need for a particular hash function. Under such

circumstance, the key size is only 160 bits. Although it

needs extra preliminary work, it’s outstanding when the

data size is large.

C. SAMPLING ALGORITHMS

At present, most data integrity methods use simple random

method for sampling and verification. The distribution func-

tion obeyed by the sample directly affects the sampling result.

Therefore, we need to establish an optimal sampling model

for the proposed data integrity scheme. Reference [10] delib-

erately invalidates a piece of sample data and compares the

effects of several sampling models at different sample sizes.

However, the corrupted data in the cloud server is likely to

be far more than one. The original practical sampling model

may not be applicable when the amount of corrupted data

increases.

As shown in Figure 9, in our experiment, four sam-

pling methods were compared: simple random distribution,

Markov process sampling, exponential distribution sampling

and binomial distribution sampling. The number of data

shards is n = 10000, and corruption rate d is 0.01%, 0.02%

and 0.05% respectively. The ordinate indicates the rounds

when the data integrity is found to be damaged. In order to

avoid contingencies, we executed 30 experiments and calcu-

late the average value.

It can be seen from the experimental results that as the cor-

ruption rate increases, it takes less time to find the destroyed

data. In our integrity verification model, when c is small,

the effect of simple random distribution is better. When

c reaches 500, the Markov process sampling has obvious

superiority.
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FIGURE 9. Comparison of different sampling algorithm.

VI. CONCLUSION

A data verification integrity scheme based on blockchain and

bilinear mapping is proposed in this paper. Firstly, we com-

bine smart contracts with bilinear mapping and propose a

new data integrity verification framework. We slice the data

into shards, and calculate metadata of each data shard for

smart contract to execute verification. On this basis, the cor-

responding data integrity verification protocol and algorithm

are proposed.We also introduce provable update mechanisms

to deal with the dynamic property of IoT data in our scheme.

Secondly, we propose a prototype system with an edge com-

puting to process the IoT data. Experimental results finally

demonstrate that the proposed BB-BIS outperforms existing

blockchain based methods in terms of computational cost and

communication overhead for large-scale IoT data.

Our future work will investigate on how to extend our

scheme for more complex data types such as graph data and

how to solve data recovery problems in large-scale IoT data.
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